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SAM JEVON

Sam Jevon (b. 1968) based in London, began creating work at Submit to Love 
Studios in 2009. A completely self-taught artist, Sam is famed for her detailed line 
drawings; almost exclusively in black and white ink on paper. At the studio she has 
earned the nickname the “Queen of Wonky” for her unique illustration style. She 
wears this crown proudly; a celebration of her creative achievements and artistic 
progress. 

Buildings, people and animals become curiously crooked and contorted under 
her guidance, however, these marks are made with true intent. When at work, 
Sam displays a level of concentration akin to an architect; carefully plotting out 
hundreds of distinct lines on the page. Her use of shading and texture distort 
traditional perspectives; whilst dragging the eye into the depths of each piece.

SUBMIT TO LOVE STUDIOS

Submit to Love Studios is home to a collective of self-taught artists - all of whom 
have survived brain injuries. Our studio has developed a set of unique practices 
and interests, refined over more than a decade. The studio is based at Headway 
East London, a charity supporting people affected by brain injury.

FANTASY DETAIL

This colouring book was made in collaboration with curator Lisa Slominski.  A 
regular guest at the East London studio to visit with the artists, Lisa virtually 
collaborated with Sam to transform her drawings into a colouring book for others 
to enjoy while in isolation due to the COVID19 crisis.

The theme of alternate ways of communication is ominpresent globally with 
current closures and instructions to stay home. Artists from the Submit to Love 
Studios have been implementing and exploring alternative communication as part 
of their daily lives, through Fantasy Detail we invite all participants not only to 
colour  but  to share  a  thought or feeling in each creation.
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INSTRUCTIONS

1.   DOWNLOAD

2.   KEEP DIGITAL OR PRINT

3.   COLOUR & CREATE 

4.   ADD YOUR OWN WORDS TO THE EMPTY SPEECH BUBBLES

5.   CREATION COMPLETE!

NEXT STEPS

1.   SHARE ON SOCIAL MEDIA
  
2.  EMAIL YOUR ARTWORK TO THE STUDIO

When sharing on social media please tag the 
following accounts and use the hashtags: 

@headwayeastlondon
@submittolovestudios
#fantasydetail
#samjevon

Email your completed work to:

submittolove@headwayeastlondon.org



hey sam,

what should we call 

the colouring book? hi lisa, i thought 

FANTASY DETAIL.  

what do you think?
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#SAMJEVON

@HEADWAYEASTLONDON
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